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Called me this morning after reading my newsletter which had the story about my
introduction into the AIDs virus arena.
He was laughing and told me about the
day there was an emergency call from the
Sparks Police Department which at the
AIDS
time was on C Street, just around the corner from the fire department.
It seems that a rather rotund
female had slipped and had fallen right in
front of the SPD and was waiting for the
ambulance to arrive.
Soon, Marcia Gellert and her
crew arrived in their shiny new ambulance to haul the woman to the hospital. The woman looked up and saw the AIDs on the side of the ambulance and told the ambulance crew, “No way am I going on that ambulance, I don’t have AIDS !”
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NO SENSE IN DOING DRUGS, YOU CAN GET THE SAME EFFECT BY STANDING UP REAL FAST !
Here I am sitting at the computer trying to figure out what to do today ! Although sitting at home during the
Coronavirus lockdown is not much different than a normal day. I guess being retired has it’s Benefits! I am starting to
look like a hippie since it’s been almost two months ago that I had a hair cut. I asked my wife to see if she could use
the scissors and take a ton of hair off? She did, and did such a good job, that I think that I will give her a generous
allowance from $7.50 to to $8 per week !
I bought a new dump trailer on March 11th, and had an appointment to register it on the 20th. They emailed me on the
19th to remind me of my appointment. When I arrived, there was a big sign on the door telling me that the Nevada
DMV was closed until further notice, dated march 18th!
A friend, Bill Daniel, sent me an interesting email showing me that there was a major pandemic just about
every 100 years starting in 1720 anther in 1820, another in 1918 and this in 2020. There were other smaller ones in
between those years, such as the AIDs and the H1N1 in 2009. Below are the pictures of the 1918/20 Spanish Flu!

Just about every 100 years !
In 1720, there was what they called the “Plague.”
in 1820 the Cholera plague hit. In 1918 to 1920, there
was the Spanish Flu that infected over 500,000,000 people,
1/4 of the world population at that time. It killed from 20
million to 50 million people. It was at the end of WW1 and
many of the GIs returning form Europe, brought the disease with them.
Why was it was called the “Spanish Flu?” The
news media was not allowed to publish anything that could
give the enemy information, including the flu which was
sweeping through the troops in France, and England.
Since Spain was neutral in the war, it was alright
to publish information about Spain, which the media did,
and it became known as the “Spanish Flu”
One of the first registered cases was an American army
cook named Albert Gitchel at Camp Funston in Kansas
who was hospitalized with a 104-degree fever. The virus
spread quickly through the Army installation, home to
54,000 troops. By the end of the month, 1,100 troops had
been hospitalized and 38 had died after developing
pneumonia !

Looking for something to fill up the newsletter, I came across this. Having been
cooped up for over a month, I was starting to wonder if the Governor was being too cautious? I know that it’s a hard decision. If the global economy crashes, it can be devastating . Many businesses will go bankrupt, many retirees that count on interest income will
starve, and there will probably be many suicides!
After reading this article from 1920, I can see where he is coming from.

January 30, 1953

Health department recalls winter of 1918 when
Spanish Flu was Rampant in Nevada
The State Department of health turned back the pages of it’s records to see what the flu epidemic of 1918 did to
Nevada. Nevada deaths from influenza and all other respiratory diseases, except tuberculosis totaled 116 in 1916, 153
in 1917, 654 in 1918, 295 in 1919 and195 in 1920.
In 1918, the first case of Spanish Influenza, which was diagnosed and reported as such, developed in Reno October 1, the second was Las Vegas October 9, the third at Elko October 10, fourth at Carson Cith October 15, after
which it spread rapidly until there was scarcely a village or hamlet that did not pay toll to it in human life. It is impossible to give even an approximate number of persons effected with it as it is not included in our reportable diseases, but
it is quite safe to say that there were from four to five thousand. In uncomplicated cases, the fatalities were few but in
those where pneumonia was contributory, the death rate was very high.
The quarantine and mask measures have both been tried; neither one has proven successful. In one of our
counties, a rigid quarantine was established before a single case had developed, and immediately after the first case, a
mask ordinance was passed and rigidly enforced, yet that county reported a greater number, proportionately, of cases
and a larger death rate than any other county in the state. So no matter what the cause of the disease or the course of
the treatment pursued, there can be no question of doubt that fear so reduced the powers of resistance that many became easy victims, and fear should be entered in the death certificate as the remote cause of death.
The report of the Nevada Board of Health for 1917 and 1918 quoted Dr. Rupert Blue surgeon general of Federal Public Health Service as relating the following fable from the Arabic literature to illustrate what had happened
through out the nation. “Plague went forth in the land, and one met him asking him if he could stay his cruel hand.” “
Plague answered that he meant to be merciful, that he would only take five thousand from the earth.” Sometime later,
those two met again, “ So thou art a liar as well as a murderer sad the other one to the plague.

October 20, 1918

Nevada may take drastic steps to stop the spread of the Spanish Flu
In order to do everything possible to prevent the spread of the Spanish Influenza in Nevada, Mayor
Frank J. Byington yesterday, took up with doctor S.J. Lee, secretary of the state board of health, the advisability of inspecting all trains entering the state until the danger of the disease has passed.
The plan as outlined, is to have inspectors meet all trains, submit passengers intending to stay in Nevada to a close inspection and to have those showing symptoms of influenza kept from contact with other
people and disinfect trains which have passed through influenza territory or upon which influenza victims
have been carried.
Dr Lee, according to Mayor Byington thinks well of his preventative measures and promised to take
up the matter with Governor Emmet D. Boyle who was out of Carson City yesterday.

Joe (garble) little House (garble)Fire (garble) ?
There I was, sitting at my desk, just finishing the funny little story of the AIDs Ambulance on the first page,
that Bill Richards had told me about earlier, when the phone rang. I looked at the number and thought it was just
another ROBO call, but answered it anyway! That’s when I heard the, “ Joe (then garble) Little House (more garble)
Fire (garble).” I recognized Bills voice and thought, “Maybe he is trying to tell me that he found out that my old
rental in Sparks was on fire, and was relaying it to me. Finely. He made sense to me and told me that his little mother
-in laws house where his daughter lives, was on fire. He then said, “Here comes the fire department” and hung up.
Since the Governor told me that I had to stay home, I was still Lounging around in my skivvies. I decided to
get dressed and take a walk over to see what was going on. When I stepped out in my front yard, I saw more fire engines than I have ever seen in one place before. Truckee Meadows and Sparks Fire both responded. I think they had
more coverage for a single family residence than we did back in the 80s on a Second Alarm. There were at least four
pumpers, two 3500 gallon tankers, battalion chiefs cars, an inspectors car, an ambulance, and a Sierra Pacific gas
man. And probably more! The only thing missing was an aerial ladder.
I walked around and snapped some pictures and watched as the new guys did their job. They impressed the
hell out of me. One captain had a smoke meter to tell them if it was safe to go inside although, every one of them had
Scotts on. When I came to work, we thought it was Macho to walk through a smoke filled house or basement, then
come out, wipe the snot off your nose, and light up a cigarette.
The fire did a number on the house and started in the attic when Bills daughter was gone. She came home just
in time and when she opened the door she was greeted by a huge volume of smoke, She immediately made sure the
dogs were out of the house and called 911.
Below, are some of the pictures I took with my phone !

As I stepped out my from door, this is what I saw

Sparks rig sitting on Dolores Dr. waiting just in case

View from my property

Anther rig waiting, the tanker in front, was feeding another rig
in front of the house!

Here is something interesting ! The T.M. tanker is supplying the T.M.
pumper that is actually being run by a Sparks operator ? I asked him
about that and he said, “Just helping them out !”

3500 gallon tanker
There’s an interesting story on page 8 from
Keith Odle telling about trying to put out a county
fire with the old 1900 gallon tanker. Reno had one
also, and it seems to me that it was only a 1200
gallon tanker ! I could be wrong,

T.M. fire engine, Sparks Operator and T.M. Captain Noe
Henry Next to the rig and the Sparks operator!

It seems that the fire started in the kitchen and
worked it’s way up to the attic.

Retired Sparks Fire Captain Bill Richards, making sure that things were done right!

Bill has decided that he has to tear down a tool shed that is on the mother-in-law house, because of the fire,
and he has numerous tools and machinery that he would like to get rid of.
Here are a couple of saws that are in the shed. The Scroll saw cost about $700 many years ago. Bill said that it was a
German made saw. As you can see, it has a long arm opening to scroll large pieces of wood. It also comes with the
table. The small band saw is light and easy to use. Anyway. I am sure that you could pick these up for almost nothing !
Bill said that if he sold the saws, he would donate the money to the food bank ! If you are interested, give him
a call at 425-6178

4/2/1943 Stan

Brown 4/29/2020

I received an email today, April 29, 2020, from Stan Brown’s wife,
Jeanne telling me that Stan had passed away from Pneumonia. I sent Jeanne
a message asking her for information, and did it have anything to do with
COVD-19? Here is what she had to say !
Stan was born April 2, 1943 in Ohio. He spent his growing up years
in Tucson where he worked as a line man for AT&T and later was a Tucson
policeman. We moved to Reno in 1966. Before he joined the fire department
he worked at Harrah's. Following his retirement from the Reno FD we relocated to Tomball Texas to be close to his daughter. Here in Texas he joined
the volunteer fire dept and went to several fires getting paid $10.00 a fire.
Kind of funny. He also was the president of the local AARP chapter. He was
also able to renew his Ham Radio license and spent many hours on his radio reaching out to the world. The form of dementia he suffered from eventually changed his life from mobility to wheelchair bound and eventually
lived in a local Nursing care facility.
As far as the memorial. Oh yes, we are going to have one, after our world gets back to normal and we can
have a group larger than 10 and not wear masks. We plan on having the memorial service at the Masonic Lodge here
in Tomball when we are able. I am not planning on an obituary in the Reno paper or even here. I do want to tell you
that during the last several years I would read your posts to him to see how many names he could recall. Jeanne
Stan joined the Reno Fire Department on July 9, 1973 and retired on January 14, 1999
If you would like to send condolences, Jeanne’s email address is jbsplinter@aol.com

Val Judd

I was told today that Val Judd had passed away. I went online to see if I could find an obituary, But there
was no obituary ?
I have a data base of retired firefighters that are not from the Reno FD, so I decided to see if I had a phone
number, which I did ! I called and Val’s wife Cleo answered. We had a nice conversation. I also went on to
Ancestry.com and found more information.
Val went to high school in Elko Nevada. He was the biggest kid on the football team at 230 lbs. After moving to Sparks, he went to work for the Sparks Fire Department sometime around 1967. In July of 1977, he and four
other firefighters were promoted to the rank of Captain.
Soon after retirement in 1996, Val and Cleo moved to Buhil Idaho and bought a small farm. At the time of
his passing, Val was raising and selling grass hay for the local horses. He was also suffering from advanced COPD.
Cleo said that there would be no funeral, because of the Coronavirus and no obituary was put in the local paper. Later, A formal Memorial Service will be held ! Val was 75 years of age !

Keith Odle sent me an email. Looks like Keith is
responding to three of the stories in the last newsletter.
Your opening monologue was right on the mark Joe.
Tony Capucci - The airport Fire department story
Keith said , “Tony Capucci was from Fallon and his folks had a
fair size ranch. Three years in a row he invited me and Pail Edgington to hunt Doves at his place. He had a pair of Chesapeake Bay
Retrievers. The bitch delivered a litter every Sept. and I took a pup
home all three years. They were a bit mean and I had to give them
away and get a new one the next hunt. Paul told me that Tony
joined the Army and was a tank commander in Germany for a couple of years. He started his fire years with us at the Washoe County
Fire Dept. before his army service.

Airport Station Reno Crew
Ace Acres, Paul Lane, Dave Trudell
Bob Hill

Pit Fire Training
RFD Crew

Airport Station - Kitchen
Capt. Joe Granata RFD,
Bill Loncar AA FF , (Paramedic) reading newspaper
Wayne Walker AA FF with his back to you.

Bob Arndell
Keith said
said,, “Arndell got into a fight With my buddy Marvin Baker at the bowling ally bar on B st one night. They
both loved to fight so it was a good match. I saw Marv a day or two after the fight and he had a big mouse on his right
eye. I asked for details and he said that he and Bob had got into it at the bar. I asked about the eye and he said “ You
know those 1 inch thick glass doors at the front entrance? Well Bob tried to put my head through one of them.” I do
not know if there was a clear winner. I heard that Bob was living in Fernley at that time?”
The story about drafting with the County Pump. There were two, pumpers, one in Reno and one in Sparks.
Keith said
said, “ I remember the Harolds Club, Trap Shoot on the Pyramid Highway? The guy who loaded all of the
ammo for the club lived on the hill west of the club. We had an old WW2 air force tanker that they claimed held 1900
gals. Bob Archuleta and I went to the club ditch and drafted, to fill the tank, then we would crawl back up the hill,
where Don Young and Dick Jones and others would empty it and almost
County Pump drafting out of ditch !
put the fire out before we ran out of water. Then, back down to the ditch
again and again, until we managed to burn Lujdick’s quite large house
completely down in stages because it never could be extinguished with
one load of water. The fire would gain considerable headway before we
got back with more water. We had a small fire under some sheets of
steel roofing. Dick got a pike pole and started to pulling the roofing
apart. Big surprise when the paraffin tank used for waxing the shot gun
shells tipped over and almost gave some of us serious burns. Lots of eye
brows and some 2nd degree stuff.”

Airport Authority rig

Somebody posted this on Facebook. It is Captain George Kitchen and Firefighter Vern Nelson at the
scene of a tanker fire at Pembroke and McCarran in 1998.
George had his share of big disasters. If I remember correctly, the driver died in this fire. George also
had the massacre on Virginia Street where the pedestrians were run down by a disgruntled Priscilla Ford. That’s
where he uttered his famous words, “We got bodies everywhere !”
He also had the Galaxy crash which would have been mine, if it had happened 7 hours later !

Galaxy Flight 203 Crashed shortly after take off on January 21, 1985 hitting a ditch, bouncing and breaking
apart, landing in pieces on South Virginia Street. The story is on the next page.

The Galaxy flight 203 crashed at 1:04 am on January 21, 1985. George Kitchen and the Engine Six crew were the first
on the scene. The Galaxy as I heard, hit a ditch, bounced, hit a section if an RV building and destroyed a couple of
motor homes settling in pieces and on fire on the eastern edge of Virginia Street. The teen that survived was sitting in
the street still in the seat, as Engine Six and Truck Six arrived. George had Truck Six go to the aid of the teen.
Truckee Meadows and the Airport Authority FD were right behind Engine Six, arriving almost at the same time.
By 0800 when Engine Six B shift relieved the C shift crew, the fire had been extinguished except for some
smoldering fuselage with the bodies still inside. There was nothing we could do by then, so we just stood by until told
to return to the station. It was in the county at that time, so Truckee Meadows was the department in charge !
There was one disgusting thing that I saw, and that was a sheriff deputy who was previously, a Reno firefighter, walking around the bodies, eating a ham sandwich !
Galaxy Airlines Flight 203 was a Lockheed L-188 Electra 4-engine turboprop, registration N5532, operating as a
non-scheduled charter flight from Reno, Nevada to Minneapolis, Minnesota, which crashed on January 21, 1985
shortly after takeoff. All but one of the 71 on board died.
The flight which was returning from a gaming/Super Bowl trip. sponsored by Caesars Tahoe, took off from runway
16R at Reno-Cannon International Airport (now Reno-Tahoe International Airport) at 1:04 am on January 21, 1985.
Heavy vibration started shortly after takeoff, and the pilots asked the tower for permission to make a left downwind
turn, saying they needed to land. A short time later, the aircraft crashed about 1.5 mi (2.4 km) from the end of the runway and burst into flames. Debris was scattered across US Highway 395 and South Virginia Street; a store and several vehicles on the ground were damaged. Of the 71 people aboard, three initially survived. One died on January 29
and another on February 4. The sole survivor was a 17-year-old boy who was thrown clear of the aircraft and landed
upright, conscious and still in his seat, on South Virginia Street.
Because of the large number of victims, the bodies were taken to the Reno livestock Events Center, and four
local medical students assisted the local coroner in performing autopsies. The National Transportation Safety Board
concluded that the probable cause of the accident was the captain's failure to control and the copilot's failure to monitor the flight path and airspeed of the aircraft. This breakdown in crew coordination followed the onset of unexpected
vibration shortly after takeoff ... Contributing to the accident was the failure of ground handlers to properly close an
air start access door, which led to the vibration.
The NTSB found that ground handlers did not properly close the air start access door due to an interruption in
their procedures: when a supervisor realized that the headset used for communication with the flight crew was not
working, he switched to using hand signals mid-routine. In the confusion the supervisor signaled the flight to taxi before the air start hose had been disconnected. After the supervisor realized his error and signaled the flight crew to
make an emergency stop, the hose was successfully disconnected but the air start access door was not closed.
The report concluded that the open access door caused vibrations which distracted the pilots, though they would likely
not have prevented the aircraft from reaching cruise speed and altitude – there had been reports from other Electra
pilots that the vibrations ceased at higher air speeds. The pilots reduced power to all four engines simultaneously, presumably to see whether they were the source of the vibrations, and did not restore power quickly enough to prevent a
stall

The Truckee Meadows Fire crew
at the crash site, working among
the debris and the
bodies.

Daryl Pelizzari

- A retired RPD Sergeant whom I send my newsletter to, sent me this in the mail. Daryl said that
he is preparing a scrap book of his memorabilia from his time in the Reno police department and found a clipping
from a 1948 “Nevada Peace Officers” yearly magazine. A good picture of Chief Evans !

Hi Joe,
This is the time of year when I get asked about endorsements so here is
the link: NNCLC.org Local 731 is an affiliate of the Northern Nevada Central Labor Council
Council. The
NNCLC endorsement process is extensive and those candidates who earned our endorsement share our
view of responsible growth and raising the standards of living in our community from the working man's
perspective. Protecting Collective Bargaining and PERS is essential. In Solidarity,
Mike Pilcher
Northern Nevada Central Labor Council - President
Nevada AFL-CIO Executive Board
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Assembly District 31
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DCJ Dept. 10
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Reno City Council Ward 3
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County Commission 1
Alexis Hill

Reno City Council Ward 5
Neoma Jardon
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County Commission 4
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Assembly District 24
Sarah Peters
Assembly District 25
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Nevada Court of Appeals
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